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Day 20: Making Amends to Yourself 
 

Click here to listen to the Day 20 audio 
 

Practice of the Day 
Identifying Specific Ways to Make Amends to Yourself 

 
Your job at this point is to commit to making amends to yourself in ways that 
promise to give meaning and purpose to the mistakes you have made, as well as 
help you reclaim your power moving forward in life. 
 
Take out your notebook and journal on the following questions: 
 

1. What specific way(s) can I now show up in life that would represent 
making amends to myself, and which would restore a sense of integrity 
and health to all of my relationships? (For example, I could start setting 
better boundaries, I could start speaking up and sharing my feelings and 
needs with the people I date, I could slow down and get to know someone 
better before jumping into bed with them.) 

 
2. What is one action that I can take to demonstrate making amends to 

myself today? (For example, I can say no to the guy who’s been asking me 
out that I really don’t want to go out with, I can email my boss today asking 
about the raise she promised me last year, I can tell my friend what I’m 
really needing from her.) 

 

https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/happy-even-after/HappyEvenAfter2017-Day20-HealYourHeart-Audio.mp3
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3. What is one choice I can make to demonstrate making amends to myself 
today? (For example, I can choose not to visit my family this summer, I can 
choose to tell the truth even when I’m afraid, I can choose to not become 
sexual with someone even when I’m turned on.) 

 
Make sure to take at least one action and/or to make one choice today that puts 
into action your commitment to make amends to yourself moving forward. 
 

Healing Power Statement of the Day 
 

Making amends to myself is my primary focus today. I commit to showing up in all 
of my relationships in ways that demonstrate self-respect and self-love and I let go 
of old ways of relating that no longer serve or support me. 

 
Self-Care Action of the Day 

 
Carefully gather all reminders of your relationship from your home, such as 
pictures, gifts and love letters, and either let them go entirely by throwing or 
giving them away, or by storing them in a safe place that is far away from your 
bedroom.  If you have children together, it’s fine to leave a family photo in a public 
place to create consistency for your children. But remove reminders of your 
romantic connection from anywhere that is your private, intimate space. 
 


